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Abstract. Analytical methods are utilized throughout the biopharmaceutical and vaccines
industries to conduct research and development, and to help control manufacturing inputs
and outputs. These analytical methods should continuously provide quality data to support
decisions while managing the remaining of risk and uncertainty. Analytical quality by design
(AQbD) can provide a systematic framework to achieve a continuously validated, robust
assay as well as life cycle management. AQbD is rooted in ICH guidelines Q8 and Q9 that
were translated to the analytical space through several white papers as well as upcoming USP
1220 and ICH Q14. In this white paper, we expand on the previously published concepts of
AQbD by providing additional context for implementation in relation to ICH Q14. Using
illustrative examples, we describe the AQbD workflow, its relation to traditional approaches,
and potential pathways for ongoing, real-time verification. We will also discuss challenges
with respect to implementation and regulatory strategies.
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INTRODUCTION

Analytical methods are utilized throughout the biophar-
maceutical and vaccines industries to conduct research and
development, and to help control manufacturing inputs and

outputs. Like the materials they measure, analytical methods
should be fit for use.

At the fundamental level, analytical methods are used to
provide data, or more broadly information, to make deci-
sions. The decision-making process requires the acknowledg-
ment of the risk of making the wrong decision. This
acknowledgment of risk, and more precisely the control of
risk, brings analytical methods into the realm of risk-based
development and highlights the need for the application of
quality by design (QbD) to analytical methods (AQbD).

This paper follows on concepts presented in a joint
EFPIA and PhRMA publication on “Implications and
Opportunities of Applying QbD Principles to Analytical
Measurements” [1]. Using an example, the paper will outline
how different AQbD tools work in concert towards a
validated, robust assay and how the validated status may be
continuously confirmed. We will also point out several
challenges to the ideal AQbD process where scientists across
the industry and regulatory authorities will need to collabo-
rate to develop strategies that maintain quality while reducing
hurdles on the way of medicines to the patient. Also, while
AQbD offers many advantages, the traditional approach has
resulted in quality medicines for many years and will continue
to support drug development [2]. A thorough scientific
understanding of the analytical environment, for example,
the sample matrix, the process that generated the samples,
the characteristics of the analyte, or the characteristics of the
measurement, is critical to both the traditional and the AQbD
approach. AQbD can enhance this body of knowledge
further by providing a systematic and networked framework.
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One key concept of the AQbD process is that the steps,
tools, and approaches developed for application of QbD for
manufacturing processes (and described in ICH Q8, Q9, and
Q10, [3–5]) have analogous application to the development
and use of analytical methods [6]. This includes the concept of
an analytical target profile (ATP), which is viewed “as having
the potential to reduce the burden of post-approval varia-
tions.” In fact, the ATP should be aligned with the decision
rule (acceptance criterion) associated with a use of a method
to meet the expected critical quality attribute (CQA) range,
and thereby linking analytical measurement requirements,
method performance, and CQA requirements. Often, many
method conditions may be able to meet the requirements set
forth in the ATP and sometimes multiple techniques, thereby
allowing flexibility to choose or even switch methods if
warranted.

The similarities to approaches developed for QbD for
manufacturing processes were further laid out in a textbook
chapter on Quality by Design: As Related to Analytical
Concepts [6]. In that chapter, an analytical method was
likened to a pharmaceutical process. A pharmaceutical
process makes final product which must be “fit for use.” That
is, the final product must meet the requirements of the
customer, the patient. Those requirements are typically
related to impact on safety and efficacy. An analytical method
produces reportable values which must likewise be “fit for
use.” The reportable value must meet the requirements of the
customer and balance risk from residual measurement
uncertainty with the decision that is made based on the data.
The uncertainty is related to the total analytical error (TAE,
combining accuracy, and precision) of the reportable value
whereas the risk is related to the impact of an inaccurate
decision based on the measurement data. For example, if a
direct patient impact can be related to a measurement
difference of 5%, then the TAE must be much lower to
accommodate process variability and measurement uncer-
tainty. On the other hand, if a measurement difference of up
to 20% could be safely tolerated, the associated measurement
TAE could be for instance 5–10%. Acceptable residual risk
from data uncertainty to make decisions is the driver to define
method performance requirements in the ATP [7–10]. In
addition to the TAE (or accuracy and precision separately),
the ATP defines other critical method performance charac-
teristics that are essential to the test such as range, sensitivity,
and specificity. In some cases, business drivers may be
captured in the ATP as well. Different technologies might
be able to support ATP requirements, while business drivers
such as cost, maintenance, or throughput could drive the
choice. For example, protein concentration measured by fixed
pathlength UV absorbance could easily be implemented in
any laboratory worldwide whereas variable pathlength UV
absorbance or refractive index measurements might be more
limited.

While the specific examples above are mainly related to
directly measurable and adjustable method parameters, the
ATP ideally should capture all critical aspects of method
performance. However, different paths could be taken to
capture the scientific method background such as general
analyte or sample characteristics versus the method perfor-
mance requirements such as accuracy, precision, or LLOQ.
Both, the systematic scientific understanding as well as the

method performance requirements could potentially be
leveraged to support different types of downstream method
changes. For example, characterization of the type and nature
of impurities of interest together with related performance
parameters such as LLOQ could potentially support chro-
matographic method changes if the accuracy, precision, and
selectivity remain the same. In another example application,
more complex cell-based or immunological methods could
potentially be updated within the ATP and scientific frame-
work if the mechanism of the measurements, e.g., the use of
specific antibodies, and resulting data remain the same.

The philosophy behind and strategies for implementa-
tion of AQbD and associated life cycle management of an
analytical method can be deduced from approaches and
requirements for pharmaceutical processes and products [9–
14]. The parallels associated with this analogy are summa-
rized in Table I.

The progress of AQbD in small- and large-molecule
companies was reported from the IQ Analytical Leadership
Group [15]. In that paper, the authors summarized the results
from a survey conducted over 16 pharmaceutical and
biopharmaceutical companies. The survey indicated that most
companies engage in AQbD in later phases of development,
with primary emphasis on drug substance (API) and drug
product testing and less on in process monitoring and
compendial methods. Efficiencies were realized from generic
risk assessments and standardized approaches to method
development, while all companies used statistics, particularly
design of experiments (DOE) to improve the efficiency of
AQbD implementation. Most cited more robust methods and
improved knowledge about their methods as being drivers for
AQbD implementation, while some cited additional invest-
ment costs as a barrier to its use. It is noteworthy to point to a
challenge cited in the paper: “During development, specifica-
tions may change and consequently ATPs may change to
ensure that methods remain suitable for their intended use,”
which particularly applies to biologics and vaccines. However,
the basic concept of the decision rule outlined above still
applies; i.e., method performance requirements are not driven
by method capability but by the decision risk (impact) as
affected by the TAE. Understanding and controlling method
uncertainty should align with decision/patient risk as it
changes throughout the drug development cycle.

AQbD represents a systematic framework to align
method requirements with product requirements to balance
decision and patient risk with method performance. While
AQbD is not the only approach to achieve this goal [2], the
systematic framework allows integrating efforts more effi-
ciently across the entire method life cycle. Hybrid approaches
may also provide benefits by balancing risk, existing knowl-
edge, a sound control strategy, and resources. Knowledge of
method risk factors can then be leveraged to target invest-
ment to mitigate the greatest risks across the life cycle as
opposed to optimizing or “gold-plating” every aspect of a
method. For example, the company may invest more
resources in design and development to have better knowl-
edge about a method, institute a strategic continuous
performance plan, and rely less on formal method validation.
In addition to the benefits in knowledge and robustness, this
could help expedite later development and accelerate licen-
sure. The company balances time, cost, and risks to manage
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method robustness, while the enhanced method understand-
ing may also lead to regulatory benefits or flexibility within
the systematic AQbD framework. It should be noted that the
potential regulatory flexibility will be assessed when system-
atic implementation of these principles will be in place in
industry. Below we outline some examples of potential paths
towards such external benefits of AQbD:

One path to potential regulatory flexibility is the use of a
method design space or method operating design region
(MODR) which could allow for method adjustments within
the MODR space. The MODR allows modeling method
performance around ATP requirements such as accuracy and
precision (or TAE) associated with the settings of method
parameters such as concentrations or times.

For method characteristics beyond the MODR model,
systematic, thorough, and documented scientific understanding
of critical method attributes should be considered by regulators
as a basis for potential regulatory flexibility. For example, a
chromatographic impurity method may need to be switched
from an UPLC to an HPLC to accommodate a global
deployment. The method performance still would need to
demonstrate similar resolution of the impurities between both
methods. Meanwhile, enhanced understanding may be used to
balance other risks to method performance; for example, there
would be a low risk stemming from changes in the sample nature
since the manufacturing process and sample preparation steps
do not change in this example, and all the impurities have been
well characterized and documented previously. In another
hypothetical example, a ligand-binding method might need to
be changed from an ELISA to a bead-based method. Again,
method performance meeting ATP requirements of accuracy,

precision, or LLOQ would still be demonstrated. Enhanced
understanding would evaluate risks associated with other factors
such as the nature of the measurement. In this example, the risk
to the method would be low since the same antibodies and the
same analytical mechanism (antibody-antigen binding) are used
as a foundation of the method.

In such cases, the AQbD framework should allow
leveraging scientific experience and expertise thorough doc-
umented understanding of the scientific background, risk
management, ongoing verification, and/or control strategies
to allow updating the method with limited regulatory
oversight such as a notification rather than a prior approval.
While the AQbD framework and value extend well beyond
the MODR to support the entire life cycle management, the
extent of potential regulatory flexibility in the examples
described above still is not fully embraced by both regulators
and the industry. New and evolving guidelines (ICH Q12 and
upcoming Q14, [2, 16]) and ongoing discussions between
regulators and industry will be needed to provide a path to
integration of AQbD and regulatory flexibility.

In this white paper, we expand on the previously
published concepts of AQbD by providing additional context
of how AQbD can be implemented. Here, we provide
additional definition of the concepts using a hypothetical
example to illustrate an ATP covering several technologies.
We will focus on the use of the MODR as one of the paths to
support method characterization and potential changes. We
will also touch upon alternatives to the MODR within the
AQbD framework but will limit those discussions in the
interest of space. We also expand on the concept of ongoing
verification by detailing its many components and how assay

Table I Parallels Between QbD for Process and Product, and AQbD

Concept Product/process Analytical method Differences

Requirements Quality target product profile (QTPP) Analytical target profile (ATP) The QTPP is linked to patient needs
(safety and efficacy).
The ATP is linked to the QTPP.

Attributes Critical quality attributes (CQAs),
Attributes related to patient risk
(safety and efficacy)

Critical method attributes (CMAs),
A t t r i bu t e s r e l a t ed to me thod
performance

The link of CMAs (e.g., accuracy/
precision) to method performance often
is somewhat artificial and a sliding scale.

Quality limits CQA acceptance criteria CMA acceptance criteria -
Development
and design

Process route selection, risk
assessments of process parameters,
screening, and optimization of
critical process parameters (CPPs),
design space, control strategy

Technology selection, risk
assessments of method parameters,
screening, and optimization of
critical method parameters (CMPs),
method operable design region
(MODR), analytical control strategy

Not all method parameters can be
modeled. A process tends to run only in
a few selected locations whereas a method
may be deployed broadly.

C o n t r o l
parameters

In process control of CPPs System suitability of CMPs -

Validation Commercial-scale demonstration of
final
process performance; process
performance qualification (PPQ)

Large-scale demonstration of final
method performance;
method validation

A process validation is run on a final scale.
Arguably, the final scale of some methods
may be broad deployment across several
labs that cannot be mirrored in a
validation.

Ongoing
verification

Ongoing process verification (CPV) Ongoing method performance
verification

-

Life cycle
management

Post-approval change management
protocols (PACMP) and
potentially life cycle plans as
per ICH Q12

Post-approval change management
protocols (PACMP) and potentially life
cycle plans as per ICH Q12

-
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controls can be strategically used to guide this concept
through the life cycle of the method.

Traditional Versus QbD Approaches

Traditional approaches to method development and
validation have been implemented and refined over recent
decades and regulated through guidelines such as ICH
Q2(R1) [17]. This has resulted in reliance on a one-time
method validation to demonstrate fitness for use, sometimes
without fully integrating experience from method develop-
ment, validation, and method deployment. As validation
tends to be a “well-rehearsed demonstration of method
performance,” it does not necessarily lend itself to effective
risk management, in particular considering individual
implementations of ICHQ2.

While the traditional approach does apply sound scientific
principles and has resulted in decades of safe and efficacious
medicines, there are also shortcomings. In particular, the
reliance of assessing method performance mainly during well-
controlled validation exercises limits knowledge of actual
method performance at the time of testing. It should be noted
that AQbD does not represent entirely new concepts but rather
integration of sound science into a systematic framework to
better connect product and method requirements allowing one
to better leverage knowledge across the life cycle [2].

The main advantage of a QbD approach to analytical
method validation comes from “designing quality into the
method,” and thereby the overall control strategy for a product.
If executed properly, this could lead to significant benefits
including a reduction in method variability and development of
a robust method operable design region (MODR, or formerly
“design space”) that should lead to fewer manufacturing
investigations due to poor method performance. Additional
benefits would come from a standardized paradigm for method
development, improved method transfers, adoption of continu-
ous method improvement, and more rapid adoption of innova-
tive technologies. A QbD approach also provides the potential
for improved regulatory filings through enhanced method
understanding and risk-based regulatory flexibility during life
cycle management [14, 18, 19]. The application of AQbD will
also allow the accumulation of data and knowledge about the
method which can be used to define efficient and scientifically
driven analytical control strategy.

One of the major risks surrounding an AQbD approach to
method validation revolves around the lack of an accepted path
and case studies from multiple modalities that would provide a
blueprint for the industry and regulators to follow. Some early
stage and theoretical AQbD examples have been published [6,
20] and a hypothetical example is also included in this
manuscript, but implementation is not widespread and consis-
tent across industry and regulatory authorities. This risk coupled
with the seeming complexity could lead to companies electing to
forego the investment in planning and coordination that is
required to successfully implement an AQbD approach.

Terminology

Whilemost termswill be defined in their respective sections
of the paper, some terminology will be used throughout.

For purposes of this paper, the term analytical method or
method will refer to the “wet chemistry” comprising sample
preparation, instrumentation, reagents, standards, calibra-
tions, controls, and calculations used to obtain a measurement
[21]. In this regard, a measurement is an individual output
from the implementation of the method and is governed by a
method protocol.

By contrast, the term analytical procedure or procedure
will refer to a use of the method, which might be governed by
a separate procedure protocol, and results in a reportable
value [21]. This value is subjected to the procedure decision
rule or acceptance criterion; i.e., can the reportable value
support the associated product decision such as release or
disposition?

The dichotomy of method and procedure provides a
basis for implementing AQbD and for considering different
requirements (ATPs) for different decisions associated with
the same (wet chemistry) method (e.g., release, stability,
process development).

This paper will also adopt terminology introduced in
USP’s draft chapter on A Life Cycle Approach to Analytical
Methods [10, 13]. Specifically, the traditional concept of
validation will be placed in the context of risk-based life cycle
management through integrated method understanding
across stages that traditionally tend to be separated: (1)
definition of method requirements; (2) technology selection,
method design and development; (3) method validation; and
(4) method ongoing performance verification including
bridging.

Besides traditional accuracy and precision as measures of
method performance, we will also use the combined term of
total analytical error (TAE). In this paper, we will focus on
AQbD of parameter requirements and use the TAE concept
instead of the typical separation of accuracy and precision [7,
8, 18] as the requirement which is acceptable for a measure-
ment. Use of the combined uncertainty is supportive infor-
mation aiding with rationale for individual criteria on
accuracy or precision and allowing holistic risk assessment
associated with the reportable value.

We will outline each of the stages and their interactions
with applicable background and theoretical examples starting
with the definition of the requirements in the ATP (1),
followed by method development through the establishment
of the MODR (2), and validation, bridging, and ongoing
verification (3 and 4)

ANALYTICAL TARGET PROFILE

Awell-defined analytical target profile is fundamental to
the successful application of QbD tools to analytical proce-
dures. Like the QTPP, which describes the desired attributes
of a therapeutic with respect to patient needs, the ATP can
include both the critical analyte attributes or performance
characteristics to be measured and the associated parameter
requirements of the reportable result [8]. Critical analyte
attributes focus on what scientific aspects need to be
measured, for example, the type of impurities, the sample
matrix, or the biology of the analyte. Parameter requirements
focus on (1) allowable TAE, a combination of bias and
precision, and (2) allowable risk of the criteria not being met
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or the proportion of the results expected to be within the
acceptance criteria.

In addition, other performance requirements may be
captured, such as limit of detection (LOD), limit of quanti-
tation (LOQ), and specificity. Method robustness and rug-
gedness targets technically could also be captured in the ATP
but are better suited to be derived from the MODR.

Linking allowable method risk as derived from product
requirements with method uncertainty offers both an oppor-
tunity and an expectation. The opportunity lies in limiting
investment to what is needed to meet the acceptable risk
profile, i.e., avoid “gold-plating” methods. At the same time,
the expectation is meeting ATP requirements as a foundation
of the method, i.e., if the minimal ATP requirements are not
met, the method cannot be deployed and may require greater
than usual investment. Thus, at least the minimum method
performance criteria are defined upfront based on method
needs rather than setting acceptance criteria after develop-
ment based on method capability.

The ATP therefore serves as a reference point for assessing
the fitness of a selected analytical procedure (Figure 1). While
the procedure requirements, such as the TAE (accuracy and
precision), range, and LOD/LOQ, are the critical operating
parameter-related aspects of the ATP. While the critical task of
the ATP is the definition of method performance requirements
around the measurement, it could also include other attributes
related to method deployment such as throughput or turn-
around time. For example, it may be argued that a method that
meets all the performance requirements but has unrealistically
high time, resource, quality, regulatory, or cost requirements, is

just as unfit for deployment as a method that does not measure
well. Of course, these factors do not always clearly link to patient
risk as managed by ICH Q8 and Q9. It will be a choice whether
tomanage these aspects through an extendedATP as we suggest
even though not required from a regulatory perspective or
through other separate processes and documents. In addition,
theATP should capture analyte attributes that are critical for the
method to resolve or maintain upon changes during the life
cycle. The ATP is not necessarily a one-time activity but may
evolve together with evolving product knowledge and specifi-
cations during development. Particularly biologics and vaccines
often undergo several iterations of product and thus method
performance expectations. However, the ATP and the method
requirements are always driven by product requirements as
outlined in the QTPP (for example, but not limited to
specifications), rather than traditional method capability.

During initial method development, the ATP can be used
to guide the selection of appropriate technology. When more
than one technology fulfills the ATP requirements, business
expectations (e.g., throughput) and best fit with ATP expec-
tations are considered for final decision before method
development. When changes occur during the program or
analytical life cycle, or where specifications are changed and
improved performance may be required of a reported result,
the ATP should be updated to reevaluate method selection.
As such, an ATP should be agnostic of the technology (e.g.,
electrophoresis versus chromatography) but rather focus on
critical analyte attributes and performance parameters. The
ATP can be applied both prospectively to new procedures
and retrospectively to existing procedures.

QTPP

Business Expectations

(e.g. Turn-around time; throughput)

NOC, Ranges

If used: MODR 

Continuous Validation Confirmation

(subset of parameters)

(method

performance

requirements,

e.g. TAE)

Regulatory Expectations

(e.g. ICH)

Technical Practicality

(e.g. sample volume requirements,

inherent concentration range)

Method Development

Technology Selection

Process Expectations

(e.g. expected variability)

Initial Validation

Parameters linked to ATP

Figure 1 Role of the ATP to collect method input information as well as guide
development and validation. NOC, normal operating conditions; MODR, method operable
design region
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In our hypothetical example, the method objective is the
determination of protein concentration both as in-process and
as release test (Table II). The ATP in this example captures
both performance expectations that are driven by the product
such as the TAE (total analytical error), comprised of both
accuracy and precision. Once the TAE is defined, accuracy
and precision may also be included in the ATP, depending on
the specific testing needs. For instance, in Table II, TAE was
first identified, based on product specifications and clinical
experience; accuracy (bias) was then defined, considering the
testing purpose; precision was finally assessed, based on pre-
defined TAE and accuracy. A similar approach was followed
in the reference by pre-defining TAE and precision and then
calculating bias with a given confidence level [8].

Multiple benefits can be realized by using an ATP: (1) to
ensure that an analytical procedure is suitable throughout the
life cycle of the product; (2) the performance requirements of
the method are clearly stated; (3) any technique or procedure
that meets the requirements stated in the ATP is suitable; and
(4) change is assessed through the ability of the modified
procedure to meet the requirements of the ATP. Building
quality into a method using the ATP will result in greater
confidence in the reportable result and thus lower risk. This
should allow for regulatory flexibility when making method
changes [1].

However, industry and regulators are still exploring the
implementation, and potential opportunities for flexibility
towards changes of fully integrated AQbD including changes
within the knowledge space around critical attributes and
mutually beneficial application of MODR models. From an
industry perspective, flexibility could go towards updating
methods and/or expanding sample matrices within the ATP
framework rooted in thorough understanding and character-
ization of the science underlying analytical methods. In
addition, benefits of enhanced method understanding could
be gained even with a combination of AQbD tools and
“traditional” approaches.

Prospective Use of Analytical Target Profile

Ideally, the ATP should be defined in the early stage of
the life cycle of a product/process, to drive technology
selection and method development. However, there is still
value in defining an ATP for legacy methods that already
went through traditional development, which is discussed in
more detail in the next section.

The inputs for the ATP are related to product and/or
process requirements which in turn are linked to patient
safety and product efficacy. The ATP defines method
performance expectations that ensure meeting product or
process requirements. In some cases, such as in our example
(Table II), a CQA may be assessed at different stages (in-
process versus release) resulting in different associated
method requirements. This might be handled by establishing
separate ATPs for each application or by using a single ATP
for a given CQAwith application-specific addenda. While the
logistical solution is a matter of preference, it is important to
establish a holistic analytical strategy.

The ATP defines both critical analyte attributes and
method parameter requirements such as the TAE (or
accuracy and precision), the associated required range for

the tested attribute (e.g., specification or other internal
ranges, process performance-driven limits), range etc. When
prior knowledge is available on a given attribute (e.g.,
compendial specifications, platform information leading to
clear expectations for process control), the ATP definition can
be implemented in early development with minimal expected
changes. When prior knowledge is not available, the ATP will
evolve as more information is gained on product and process
requirements. Typically, the purpose is articulated from the
very beginning. The TAE is defined as early as possible in the
process, while expectations for accuracy and precision are
being finalized. When the ATP is changed (due to evolution
of product and process requirements), selected analytical
method suitability should be re-assessed, with potential
optimization or replacement of the procedure. It is therefore
advisable to ensure that ATP content is locked before method
validation, as ATP expectations are typically used to define
the acceptance criteria [22].

Retrospective Use of Analytical Target Profile

The current literature and guidance documents empha-
size the importance of defining the ATP and using it to guide
all subsequent method development decisions and evaluation
of a method’s fitness for intended use [8, 10, 23, 24]. This is
the ideal situation but raises the question of what to do with
legacy methods developed and validated according to more
traditional approaches.

In this scenario, the ATP can function as the reference
point when performing bridging studies between a legacy
method and a revised or orthogonal method. The ATP in this
context serves to bring the focus to the main purpose of the
legacy method (e.g., to make a measurement and report a
result) and makes explicit what the requirements are. This
would need to be accompanied by a justification that shows
how the existing method satisfies the newly defined ATP
criteria.

In the example method later in the paper, we illustrate
potential bridging from an initial fixed pathlength UV-based
method to a variable pathlength UV method and a refraction
index method.

Retrospectively defining the ATP and calculating the
TAE does not necessarily require additional validation
studies or data. Historical method performance data (e.g.,
based on specific system suitability or assay control charts)
together with thorough scientific understanding gathered over
time may be used, and many examples have been reported in
the literature where traditional method validation data
(precision, bias, etc.) were used to calculate the TAE [25–28].

If the method details were previously listed as part of a
regulatory application/filing for an approved product, these
may be considered as established conditions per ICH Q12 that
would be expected to satisfy the requirements of the newly
established ATP to serve as a starting point for future method
life cycle management and potential updates. The ATP can
support two potential routes per ICH Q12 [9, 18]: (1) a post-
approval change management or (2) product life cycle
management.

Rather than traditional bridging against the established
conditions, the ATP can be used to justify the post-approval
change protocol against product- /purpose/driven
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requirements rather than historic data. Introducing the ATP
retrospectively, as part of a post-approval method change
protocol, along with appropriate data clearly showing how the
old method and the new method both satisfy the ATP, could
potentially ease the regulatory burden for any future changes
to the method.

Alternatively, the ATP and the established conditions
could be incorporated into a product life cycle management.
The ATP would then also be used to outline how method
updates are handled against method risk, ATP requirements,
and if applicable, established conditions.

While an ATP that is well integrated into downstream
method validation and verification should technically be
sufficient to manage method and associated product/patient
risk, regulatory authorities currently still expect traditional
data and often associated change management against
historical performance. However, demonstration of en-
hanced method understanding using AQbD tools such as
the ATP can increase regulator trust and facilitate change
approvals.

Technology Selection

Once the ATP is established, it can be leveraged to
drive technology selection. Based on our ATP example
from Table II, several technologies could potentially meet
the requirements (Table III). While UV is the most
obvious choice, we will use the example throughout the
manuscript to demonstrate principles of method updates
as well.

METHOD OPERABLE DESIGN REGION (MODR)

The MODR or design space is the combination of
method parameter (at minimum but not necessarily limited
to all critical parameters) ranges which have been evaluated
and verified as meeting both the ATP criteria and the specific
method performance criteria. The MODR is always strictly
related to a specific method. While multiple programs might
utilize a shared method, the MODR is defined to meet the
ATP criteria. If the project criteria are different and thus, the
ATP criteria differ as well, the MODRs of shared methods
are not readily transferable.

Below, we will outline establishment and usage of the
MODR. However, the MODR can be challenging, and other
AQbD tools are still beneficial even without an ideal MODR.

The elements that are pre-requisites to the establishment
of the MODR are (1) QTPP and ATP, (2) technology
selection, (3) risk assessment, and (4) method development.
Figure 2 outlines a potential workflow.

Risk assessment tools such as Ishikawa or Fishbone
diagrams (Figure 3) and failure mode effect analysis (FMEA)
[29–31] can be used to identify which method parameters
need studying and require control to be able to deliver a
method capable of meeting the requirements stated in the
ATP.

MODR Generation

Scientific understanding of critical analyte attributes such
as impurity profiles or analyte biology goes together with
characterization of method parameter performance such as

Table II ATP Example of a Hypothetical Protein Concentration Method for Release and in Process Testing

Objective-specific ATP requirements

Attributes Release In process

Target Protein
Attributes Concentration (independent of unit)
Objective Drug product and drug substance release and stability In-process adjustments
Sample type Final formulation Process intermediate with impurities
Total analytical error
(accuracy and
precision)

TAE value falls within 12%, ensuring that a value at the spec
limits is measured, the worst-case test result (maximum total
error) will be above the minimum active dose (lower limit) and
with no safety issues (upper limit) [8]

TAE value within 14% (along the range of
concentration) to allow process adjustments
targeting allowable ranges

Accuracy Bias within 5 % of a gold standard regardless of method,
considered important to minimize the risk of systematic
overestimation or underestimation of content at release

Lower accuracy can be tolerated

Precision 5 % CV, based on acceptable TAE and accuracy values Greater imprecision can be tolerated
Specificity Specific against formulation buffer components Specific against in-process buffers and impurities
(Sample) range 25–200 mg/mL (depending on the formulation) 1–30 mg/mL (depending on the process step)

Business considerations (could be captured together with the ATP but do not drive quality considerations)
Replication
strategy

Option to increase replication with little impact Limit replication to allow faster turn-around and
limit resource requirements

Speed Ideal and must have: not a bottle neck Ideal: real-time, must have: < 6 h from sample prep
to reported result

Investment Preference for single method across all applications
Deployment Phase 2 to commercial Pre-phase 1 to commercial
Reliability High performing method with low failure rate (could be a

quantifiable target such as x% acceptable assay failure rate)
High performing method with low failure rate
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TAE or LLOQ. Method parameter performance should start
with an assessment of the impact of varying the ranges of the
inputs (method parameters) determined to have the highest
risk from the risk assessment. The responses assessed during
method development should link method performance to

ATP requirements. ATP requirements such as accuracy and
precision might be assessed directly, or indirectly through
surrogate responses such as standard slope or background.

Experimental factors might be assessed one factor at a
time (OFAT), multifactor design of experiments (DoE)

Table III Method Comparison for the Protein Concentration Method (Example from Table I)

M e t h o d
technology

UV Variable pathlength UV absorbance Refractive index

Measurement
principle

Fixed path-length UV absorption Variable path/slope UV absorption Light refraction

Objective In-process and release In-process and release In-process and release
Sensitivity and
range

Medium sensitivity, small dynamic range Medium sensitivity, medium-large dy-
namic range

Poor sensitivity, large dynamic range

Total analytical
error

medium accurate and precise; partly
dependent on operator training for
dilutions

very accurate and precise, less operator
dependency

Very accurate and precise, less
operator dependency

Specificity at 280
nm

Potential matrix interference from protein
residuals

Potential matrix interference from
protein residuals

Potential matrix interference from
protein residuals

Business
consideration:
r e p l i c a t i o n
strategy

manual dilution preparations can be time-
consuming; Mitigation of operator-
dependent variability might need greater
replication

No or fewer dilutions might result in
less variability and fewer replicates

Molecule-dependent standard curve

Business
consideration:
speed

moderate, manual steps Fast turn-around; potential at-line data Fast, no dilution needed for high
concentration

Business
consideration:
investment

Limited operator training; can be
established in non-specialized labs

Specialized equipment needed Specialized equipment needed

Deployment Universally available, all phases of
development

Limited market penetration, all phases
of development

Limited market penetration, all
phases of development

Method updates
and switching

“Standard”/traditional method Similar to UV; Bridging by re-testing
previous samples and/or by perfor-
mance evaluation of a common control
sample

Different modality; Interference will
need to be re-assessed; Use perfor-
mance of a gold standard to meet
ATP?
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Optimization
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Figure 2 Development of the MODR in relation to the AQbD workflow. QTPP, quality target product profile; ATP,
analytical target profile; MODR, method operating design region; NOC, normal operating conditions; O-FAT, one-factor-at-
a-time; DOE, design of experiments
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approaches, or a hybrid approach depending on the balance
of risk, quality requirements, and resources/constraints. In
particular, multifactor DoEs combined with advanced statis-
tical models allow for efficient experimentation to gain an in-
depth understanding of the interactions and criticality of
method parameters with respect to their impact on specific
method performance criteria. The assessment of criticality on
method performance can include determining if the degree of
variability seen across the normal operating conditions
(NOCs) is greater than a preset limit, e.g., historical method
variability, which can then be used to assist in defining a
region in which the ATP will be satisfied. We will outline this
strategy with examples further below in the DOE and
MODR sections as well as Table IV.

This enhanced approach is building quality into the
method from the beginning of the development process by
placing method parameters into a well-defined performance
space in alignment with expected/required method perfor-
mance needs. The establishment of the MODR needs to be
supported by sound risk assessments and DoE along with
analysis tools, in particular the establishment of predictive
risk models. However, it should be noted that statistical
models cannot always take all factors into consideration, for
example, lot differences in raw materials or chromatography

columns. The MODR is also limited to method parameters.
In our protein concentration example, changing the method
from UV absorption to refractive index measurement could
not be accomplished within the same MODR. However, the
critical analyte attributes would remain the same, and other
tools in the AQbD framework could be leveraged to support
method changes beyond the MODR. In another hypothetical
example, changing the chromatographic parameters of an
impurity method might still satisfy a certain critical impurity
profile defined in the ATP but the two methods could not be
linked through an MODR model. Thus, predictive modeling
is not the only and not a complete tool to support method
changes but rather needs to work hand-in-hand with sound
scientific understanding of the measured analyte(s), risk
management, and applicable control strategies.

Where scientifically demonstrable, method performance
proxies, e.g., reference curve parameters could be used to
determine a suitable MODR in place of the reportable result
as a measure of method performance.

In our example, a fishbone diagram is used to map out
potential method inputs (Figure 3) that can then be rank-
ordered through systematic risk assessment tools such as a
failure-mode-effects analysis (FMEA) or a simpler cause-
effect analysis (CEA) [29–31].

Operator Equipment Environment

ssecorPslairetaMtnemerusaeM

Protein

Concentraion

Sample Dilution
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Pipettes

Glassware

Path length
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Model

Calibration
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Data Analysis

Calculation error

Sample Dilution

Temperature
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Humidity

Cleanliness

Data Analysis
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Background subtraction

Signal/Noise

Wavelength

Sample Dilution

Data Acquisition

Viscosity

Buffers

Tips, Vitals

Cuvettes

Sample Dilution

Data Acquisition
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Equiment settings

Data Analysis

Assay control

Data integrity Extinction coefficient

Calibration curve

Figure 3 A fishbone diagram of method inputs for a UV method to determine protein concentration

Table IV DoE Factors and Potential Study Ranges for Three Alternative Methods to Determine Protein Concentration

DOE factors Fixed pathlength
UV (280nm)

Variable pathlength UV (280nm) Refractive index

DOE factor, dilution 2x, 4x, other n/a—no dilution n/a—no dilution
Dilution buffer PBS, formulation buffer n/a—formulation buffer n/a—formulation buffer
Pathlength Standard cuvette, micro-

cuvette, microtiter
plate, (nano-drop)

Variable based on absorbance
(use minor concentration
changes to cover the range)

n/a—not a factor

Replication strategy Single, multiple reps,
multiple runs

Re-optimize: fewer manual steps
may lead to less replication needed

Re-optimize: fewer manual steps
may lead to less replication needed

Leveraging of prior
knowledge

n/a Risk assessment to determine
which factors to revisit for the
new method (FMEA)

Different technology, cannot necessarily
leverage other methods, ensure that
ATP drives the method switch
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Design of Experiments

Statistical design of experiments (DoE) is a systematic
approach that integrates multi-factor experimentation, miti-
gation of the impact of variability, and response modeling to
efficiently use resources and to maximize the information
gained from experimental data [32]. DoE can be used to:

– Evaluate the effect of critical method parameters
on the reportable result or of method proxies if applicable

– Identify the interactions between critical method
parameters

– Optimize the method operating conditions
– Demonstrate robustness of the analytical proce-

dure [33]

Different types of DoE can be used to support these
aims:

– Screening designs [34] to identify which param-
eters from a large set of parameters are effectively critical.
For example, Placket-Burman designs allow the selection of
main effects, or slightly larger fractional factorial designs can
also detect key interactions of factors.

– Response surface designs [35] to establish a
mathematical model which predicts outputs as a function of
the inputs. These designs can be used to establish MODR
ranges.

– Robustness and ruggedness [36] designs to
evaluate a large number of factors with a minimal number
of experiments, often in highly fractionated designs. Typically,
no effects are expected during robustness testing. When using
less fractionated designs, robustness testing in some cases
could also be used to establish method ranges for NOCs.

A robustness study is a measure of the insensitivity of
method performance to changes in controllable factors and the
undertaking of a standalone robustness study is synonymous
with following the traditional approach tomethod development,
implementation, and validation. The effective use of systematic
design and development tools allows defining anMODRas part
of development optimization that delivers results that meet the
ATP requirements. This approach automatically builds robust-
ness into the method by defining the MODR associated with
critical parameter ranges.

The fishbone brain-storming exercise (Figure 3) and
subsequent risk ranking as well as scientific experience and
prior knowledge can help to select an initial set of factors for
studying in DoEs. Although DoEs can efficiently be applied
to study many factors, DoEs do not always have to be
complex. For our protein concentration example, potential
DoE factors are shown in Table IV.

Some factors may be critical to control but do not
necessarily require DoE assessment, for example, the volume
range (any volume > minimal technical requirements) or the
extinction coefficient (experimentally determined versus
calculated).

MODR and Normal Operating Conditions (NOCs)

Ideally, the MODR combines the ATP requirements and
the probability of the method being able to satisfy these criteria
using predictive models based on the DoEs. TheMODR can be

confirmed and if necessary refined during the method life cycle
as new knowledge is gained. Model verification can be
performed through the results of ongoing performance verifica-
tion or, if necessary, via method validation.

The MODR is defined as the boundaries of a multidi-
mensional space in which the critical method parameters have
been assessed for suitable method performance as defined by
the ATP. While the NOCs reside within the MODR, any
MODR setting should result in acceptable method
performance.

Different approaches can be taken to define the MODR.
Below, we describe the use of DoEs and predictive modeling.
However, alternative approaches might be more economical
depending on a case-by-case basis [37]. Even in the absence
of predictive models, an MODR might be established by
thorough exploration of method ranges, for example by using
robustness studies for range finding (see DoE section above)
or by extending validation ranges beyond NOCs.

It should be noted that the MODR mainly establishes
the settings of controllable factors. Noise factors such as
equipment model and column series cannot readily be
modeled. In some cases, a measurable factor may be
extractable, for example, column age or lamp age, but more
often, the exact mode of noise impact is unknown and cannot
be modeled. A potential approach is the inclusion of as many
expected noise factors as reasonably feasible when establish-
ing the MODR. Through interactions, the impact of some
noise factors can be reduced by adjusting controllable factors.
Also, MODR models of method parameters do not replace
but rather add to thorough scientific understanding and
characterization of the underlying method principles.

Although analytical methods are usually run at a given
set point as defined by the standard operating procedure
(SOP), utilizing a traditional one factor at a time (OFAT)
approach to define the set points can result in the final
conditions being at the edge of failure. This can then increase
the risk of method failure over time and/or during method
transfers as other (noise) factors might shift slightly, e.g.,
equipment performance, environmental conditions, or analyst
training. In contrast, by utilizing DoE for method develop-
ment, we gain a greater level of method understanding
through evaluating factor ranges and their interactions and
defining “optimal” target method set points. Furthermore,
through the DoE model, we can assess the impact of any
changes in the method parameters within the design space on
the reportable result and the ability of the method to meet
the ATP requirements.

While our discussion focuses on the application of
DOEs, method understanding obviously includes the mode
of action or mechanistic modeling as the foundation. Both
approaches go hand-in-hand and can be used to set up the
MODR more efficiently and effectively than when using
either in isolation.

In turn, the limits of the normal operating conditions
(NOCs) have been determined to be representative of a
region within the MODR and are associated with a high
probability of measurements meeting the ATP criteria. While
the ATP sets performance requirements and represents the
over-arching framework across the life cycle, it is not
sufficient in itself to demonstrate or manage method
performance.
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The MODR could be utilized as one of several paths to
regulatory flexibility within the AQbD framework. As an
example, it is similar to relatively traditional regulatory
routes: If the MODR is included in the regulatory filing,
changes of NOCs within the MODR should require limited
regulatory oversight, while one could validate the MODR
space similar to a traditional validation resulting in no need
for regulatory oversight in line with current practices for
validated conditions. However, this approach is resource-
prohibitive and does not leverage the power of MODR
models. Instead, a validation could focus on the confirmation
of the model without validating the entire MODR space.
Building further on the flexibility of performance models, a
confirmation of method performance, for example through
ongoing verification, and a low-risk regulatory notification
might be sufficient if method conditions are adjusted within
the MODR model but beyond the validated ranges.

On the other hand, changes outside of the MODR would
not be supported by the performance model and associated
data. Additional AQbD tools may need to be leveraged to
ensure that the method still meets the ATP requirements. For
example, when new data are available, including data beyond
the NOC, e.g., from the validation and subsequent ongoing
performance verification from long-term use of the method,
these data could potentially be used to verify or update the
MODR using the established MODR models. While specific
experiments may be needed in some cases, ideally, routine
data will feed into the MODR on an ongoing basis and
confirm or potentially expand the model (see also Figure 4).

Alternatively, thorough scientific understanding and
characterization of analytical performance requirements, for
example, impurity profiles of interest, the biology of the
method, and the nature of the sample, could potentially be

leveraged through the ATP to justify changes that result in
similar measurements even when using different methods or
parameter settings.

It should be noted that these example concepts around
method changes with regulatory flexibility are not yet realized
and face a number of regulatory and technical challenges as
outlined in the next section.

The MODR may be more applicable to enhance the data
package supporting traditional changes or to support the use
of more limited ongoing verification data through the
comparison of real-life data against predictive models.

For our protein concentration method example, Table V
shows simple comparison of existing conditions (NOC) versus
MODR. Although a simple UV method may not warrant the
investment in defining the MODR, we use the less complex
example to illustrate AQbD concepts and make the strategy
more accessible. A more complex example was described by
[6]. While the replication strategy technically is not directly
part of the MODR, both go hand-in-hand to meet accuracy
and precision (or TAE) requirements [38].

While the establishment of a well-defined MODR
requires an upfront investment, downstream returns may be
gained through method robustness and as one of the paths
towards potential regulatory flexibility. A holistic risk assess-
ment of method, product, and clinical risks may inform the
level of investment and scrutiny. For example, an early-stage
drug development program may not warrant extensive
MODR investment as expected returns may fail to material-
ize if the program is discontinued. On the other hand, a late-
stage development program with a high possibility of success
would have line-of-sight to invest into a thorough under-
standing of the MODR. As MODR development and
validation go together, investment can be balanced across
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the space. With a well-established MODR around the NOCs,
validation could be designed to simply confirm a method
performance model derived from the MODR rather than
establishing method performance during validation. How-
ever, these approaches to the validation of method parame-
ters do not replace characterization of critical method
performance characteristics that are included in the ATP but
that may not fall under the scope of MODR models. In
addition, similar to other AQbD tools, the MODR does not
replace traditional scientific understanding of the method, its
inputs, the analyte, and its critical attributes.

Challenges to the Idealized MODR Concept

Although the MODR can be a very powerful tool, it is
not the only path to an enhanced AQbD approach, and
implementation of the MODR as described above can face a
number of technical and logistical challenges:

& Return on investment: establishment and confir-
mation of the MODR can represent a significant
amount of investment while the return is not neces-
sarily clear or given. Regulatory flexibility currently is
lacking. While thorough method understanding might
facilitate regulatory discussions, method changes are
still evaluated by adherence to traditional concepts.

& Validation: Should validation concentrate on the
MODR or the NOC? Either approach could be
justified but they will result in different downstream
benefits. While other aspects of the AQbD frame-
work could be leveraged to support method changes
(ATP, thorough understanding of critical method/
analyte characteristics, systematic risk management,
etc.), the MODR could be one path towards regula-
tory flexibility. A validated MODR, for example,
could justify method changes within the validated
space similar to traditional approaches to validation.
Focus on the NOC on the other hand would
represent less upfront investment and complexity
but instead, downstream changes may also be more
complex to justify and implement. The decision
between different paths to implement and leverage
AQbD could be driven by method risk and business
requirements as defined in the ATP. For example, a
method that is only run in a single laboratory at the
manufacturer might only need NOC validation
whereas a method performed in multiple locations

might benefit from a full MODR validation and/or
additional aspects of the AQbD framework. This
could also be envisaged as an incremental approach
by first qualifying the NOC and later extending to
MODR, taking the opportunity of a change for
instance. This should be a business decision based
on the expected return on investment. In many cases,
a validation of the MODR may be too complex and
costly while still limiting changes to factors that can
be modeled statistically. Method quality is best
achieved by thorough scientific understanding and
characterization of performance requirements, sound
risk management, ongoing verification, and control
strategies. This foundation of AQbD in turn may also
lead to regulatory flexibility besides enhanced ana-
lytical control. The MODR plays into these strategies
as one of the tools to provide the underlying
knowledge base besides other development studies
and scientific expertise, while an MODR validation
could provide additional flexibility when imple-
menting future changes of model parameters.

& Life cycle management: Once a method reaches
the late-stage production phase, it is likely to run at
its set-point. Normal variation will be covered by the
established ranges that are part of the MODR. In this
stage, applications of the MODR may be limited to
impact investigations when deviating from the set-
points. Regular confirmation therefore may not add
benefit in late-stage production.

In earlier stages when the method evolves with the
project, it could be beneficial to leverage a continuum of data
across the development to add to the MODR. However,
there are challenges to consider: If the basic method does not
change, early-stage data could be expanded throughout
development. But what types of bridging studies are needed
when moving to a new method that fits the ATP? How do we
leverage historical knowledge especially for proteins from the
same structural family, and then allow flexibility to modify the
MODR as experience and data increase? Strategies to these
challenges are still being worked out as the concepts mature.

& Technical complexity: Also, MODR modeling
only applies to continuous variables whereas there
are many critical factors that do not easily lend
themselves to modeling such as the impact of column

Table V Comparison of MODR and NOC for the UV Method Example to Determine Protein Concentration

MODR Existing conditions
(NOC, from UV method)

DOE factor, dilution 0x–4x 2x
Dilution buffer Water, PBS, formulation buffer Formulation buffer
Pathlength nanodrop (1 mm) to standard

cuvette (1 cm)
Micro-cuvette (1 cm)

Sample volume 0.05–1 mL 1 mL
Replication strategy to support

method performance requirements*
> 3 reps 4 reps

*Linked to method performance but traditionally not modeled
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or reagent lot changes on MODR settings of other
factors. Lastly, confirmation of MODR models can
also represent significant investment compared to
traditional validation while at the same time, typical
method adjustments tend to fall well beyond MODR
factors, for example, equipment and reagent changes.

Given the complexity of the details between different
methods and types of drugs, again, a partnership across
industry and regulators to address these questions would be
needed to provide an acceptable framework. The approaches
will obviously vary between pharmaceuticals, biologics, or
vaccines as well as for biochemical methods versus cell-based
or biological methods. However, a more detailed discussion is
beyond the scope of this manuscript. Nevertheless, the
AQbD framework still offers many benefits including build-
ing of regulatory trust and potential flexibility even outside of
an MODR.

METHOD VALIDATION USING AQBD PRINCIPLES

Validation in the Method Life Cycle

Traditionally, validation has been viewed as a “well-
rehearsed demonstration of method performance.” Often,
validations are run at a single point in time after which
method performance is considered acceptable as long as
system suitability criteria pass (ICH Q2, [17]). Thus, valida-
tion serves as a stage-gate between development and
deployment. This stage-gate approach to validation tends to
disregard knowledge from both development and subsequent
deployment. At the same time, validations tend to be carried
out under well-controlled conditions with respect to labora-
tory, analysts, materials, and other factors making findings
less predictive of real-world method performance. The
disconnect between method development and method de-
ployment often is increased even further if acceptance criteria
are based on method capability rather than QbD-based limits
related to the risk when making program decisions using data
with a certain degree of uncertainty [39–41].

AQbD-based specifications are founded in managing
product risk related to analytical data. Greater method
capability reflected by a reduced TAE will result in less
method and product risk. However, this is not associated with
setting the acceptance specifications. It should be noted that
often, regulatory agencies are not entirely aligned with this
concept of setting specifications and require lining up method
specifications with method capability. In addition, when
process and method variability are viewed as interconnected,
tightening the TAE would allow for greater process variabil-
ity which may be deemed unacceptable, in particular for
vaccines and some biologics.

In AQbD, the method life cycle is treated as a continuum
that determines the validated state of a method. This includes
essentially three stages: (1) Definition of method performance
characteristics and parameters: This step combines a thor-
ough scientific understanding of analytical inputs such as the
nature of the sample and its associated manufacturing
process, method, and analyte principles (performance char-
acteristics) with experimental data and if feasible, models of
parameter ranges/MODR. For example, understanding of

impurity profiles or analyte and measurement chemistry/
biology may be combined with models around parameter/
factor ranges such as flow rate and concentrations which
guarantee sustainable method performance. The key is to
define the framework conditions in which consistent method
performance is achieved. (2) Validation in the AQbD
framework is equivalent to the traditional method validation,
i.e., a single-point-in-time performance evaluation in line with
ICH recommendations as applicable. The initial validation
activity will look similar to the traditional validation but it
could potentially be limited in scope and only focused on the
attributes directly linked to the ATP such as accuracy and
precision while leveraging the development continuum for
other aspects such as demonstration of specificity. The initial
validation serves as a verification of method performance
under NOC as it continues from development and moves
forward to deployment. While the validation of method
parameters is essentially a confirmation of the MODR model,
the validation also formally establishes performance charac-
teristics as a basis for potential future changes. It is worth
noting here that ICH Q2 (rev01) [17] is specific to uses of
chromatographic chemical analysis and may not be appropri-
ate for other methods or uses. (3) Ongoing verification
ensures that method performance remains in a validated
state. System suitability criteria are one but not the only
aspect of ongoing verification in AQbD. Ideally, a combina-
tion of approaches of system suitability, method controls, and
statistical control charting is used to verify the validated state
in real time. Therefore, the term “validation” in AQbD
integrates a greater knowledge space and goes beyond a
single-point performance check.

For example, in the traditional validation of the protein
concentration case study, the UV technology would be
initially optimized, then validated by ensuring the compre-
hensive set of attributes, such as accuracy, precision, range,
LOQ, and robustness, are all determined to ensure the
method is fit for purpose. This traditional upfront validation
becomes a pass or fail event versus what is in the protocol
with very little room to account for any potential “real”
diversion from the expected conditions. As all the NOCs are
locked in during the validation, the single-point validation not
only makes future assay improvements difficult, but it also
does not allow real-time conclusions whether the method
remains in a validated state during deployment. For instance,
the “gold standard” which was used in the validation to
establish the accuracy of the method may become purer at a
later time and thus yield a more accurate readout in the
future. In this case, the traditional validation would not allow
for the realization of the improved accuracy of the method or
in the performance criteria.

When applying AQbD-based validation to our protein
concentration example, method parameters or the perfor-
mance of a control would continuously verify assay perfor-
mance against the ATP in each experiment beyond the single
point traditional validation. This continuous validation would
potentially be able to pick up on this difference in the quality
of the reference standard and through use of assay control
charts as the new/more accurate gold standard would be
immediately reflected in the assay control chart trends. In this
case, it would be possible to reset the assay control chart by
bridging with the new gold standard. This would give
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confidence in the performance of the method in real time and
avoid re-validation of the method.

Moreover, assume we needed to switch to a new
technology such as RI (refractive index) to measure protein
concentration. With AQbD, once the ATP is defined, ATP
criteria are not altered. The performance criteria of the
measurement as defined in the ATP needs to be translated to
validation criteria for a given technology. In our example, the
ATP criteria would be translated into either the UV method
or the newer RI method and dictate the associated validation
protocol. In order to change from UV to RI, prior knowledge
informs which validation criteria can be maintained and
which would need to be updated. The switch in technologies
is a matter of meeting the performance requirements set forth
in the ATP. A new assay control chart will be implemented
after the method parameters and/or the MODR are estab-
lished and initial validation is carried out followed by method
deployment. The assay control is likely to have a slightly
different mean and error range, but it will continue to serve as
a real-time measure of the performance of the RI-based
method.

The biggest difference in the AQbD and traditional
approach is that maintenance of the same ATP criteria and
risk management across the method life cycle should facilitate
regulatory change control [2]. Also, less effort might be
placed on the initial validation by leveraging the systematic
development data and knowledge together with greater
emphasis weighed on the ongoing validation. For example,
independent test occasions might be designed to reduce the
emphasis on initial single point-in-time initial validation in
favor of combining fewer validation and more routine testing
performance data to assess the accuracy and precision/TAE.
While such an approach may appear to carry a greater risk of
uncertainty in the initial TAE value, one must, on the other
hand, be aware of the uncertainty of traditional validation
that is often run by more experienced scientists over a shorter
period of time than routine testing.

There are certain cases within an analytical strategy
where not all elements of the AQbD approach may be
utilized. Some methods such as a mass spectrometry method
where the routine instrument tunings will affect most of the
MODR measurements (e.g., sensitivity), the actual MODR
results may be limited. In those cases, a higher dependence
on method understanding, initial validation, and ongoing
validation will be necessary.

Validation Objectives

Validation is intended to provide assurance that the data
are fit for use such as patient dosing or lot release. Mitigation
of decision risks associated with method data dictates method
requirements such as accuracy, precision (or TAE), LOD/
LOQ, or linearity which are defined in the ATP.

A stage-gate approach as used traditionally does not
adequately mitigate these decision risks because past method
performance does not directly reflect real-time assay perfor-
mance. While ICH Q2(R1) has merits in outlining a
framework for performance evaluation (whether a formal
validation or an informal performance assessment), there are
also significant shortcomings.

The guideline was written for the validation of methods
used for chemical analysis, where some of the parameters are
specific to HPLC, and acceptance criteria are set according to
typical performance of that technology. This leaves little
opportunity for more innovative approaches to validation and
has relegated this to a regulatory formality with only
incremental knowledge gain.

A method may have more fundamental measures of
performance which relate to accuracy and precision but are
easier to optimize, validate, and monitor. Thus, for example,
linearity of a separation method may be related to resolution
of the target peak, specificity to shape of the peak. In addition
to being attributes for optimization, these associations
provide a basis for ensuring validity in routine testing,
through system suitability.

In the alternative AQbD life cycle approach, ongoing,
real-time verification works hand-in-hand with a one-time
validation, definition of the MODR during development, and
documented thorough scientific method understanding. The
ongoing verification places a greater emphasis on the use of
system suitability and control trending data to provide a
holistic, real-time view of method performance. While ICH
Q2(R1) principles still govern method validation [17], their
implementation in an AQbD continuous framework expands
the concepts beyond a one-time controlled study [2]. Also,
the ICH Q14 concept paper outlines paths for both the
traditional and the enhanced AQbD approach [2].

The life cycle approach of AQbD offers both opportu-
nities for a phase-appropriate validated status of methods as
well as appropriate mitigation of real-time decision risks
associated with the data generated.

During development, establishment of the MODR and
an associated prediction model may be one of the tools to set
the parameter framework within which the method is
considered fit for use. Validation can then either confirm the
MODR model(s) at target settings, i.e., the NOC, or
potentially across the entire MODR using DOEs. In case of
a validation of the entire MODR, the NOC setting would be
included as a design point. In addition, the validation
confirms performance targets that may not be directly linked
to method parameters but that are critical to method
performance and aligned with the ATP and other AQbD
tools. During method deployment, the performance predic-
tion model(s) is continuously verified. Depending on the
complexity, several different models may be needed to
account for various scenarios for implementation.

For example, in the protein concentration ATP case
study, a validation would be performed for both the UV
absorbance and RI technologies. The validation for protein
concentration can leverage data across the method life cycle
so that the formal validation study might be limited to a few
attributes detailed in the ATP such as accuracy, precision, and
TAE. The total data set still will need to provide assurance
that the method is fit for purpose in line with ICH Q2
requirements as applicable. The method validation would
include several lots of material from each process step to be
tested, and it will sample a few target points within the ranges
(for example, material of different starting concentrations)
determined in the MODR (see MODR Table V). Any
findings that are not consistent with the MODR or with
method performance requirements outside of the MODR
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scope would need to be investigated to understand and if
needed mitigate root causes.

AQbD Life Cycle: Validation and Ongoing Verification

Control of Assay Performance

The AQbD framework uses multiple tools and ap-
proaches to ensure method control within the ATP limits. In
the following discussion, we will mainly focus on concepts
surrounding method parameters such as TAE or LLOQ.
Method control through characterization of critical analyte
attributes is equally important but its discussion will be
limited in the interest of space.

In the AQbD paradigm, once the ATP has been defined,
and (if applicable) the MODR/method development com-
pleted and found to be fit for purpose, the initial method
validation is performed, and an ongoing verification strategy
is put in place. The ongoing verification strategy will serve in
several ways to ensure that the method performance remains
in a state of control over the entire lifespan of the method
through a combined implementation of well-designed assay
controls, control charting/monitoring of assay parameters,
and control strategies around critical method steps. In
particular, assay controls and statistical control charting
facilitate the continuum from method development through
validation into ongoing verification during method deploy-
ment. Together with thorough ruggedness assessment and
knowledge management through documentation, this facili-
tates the detection of assay trends and maintain a controlled
state of performance by enabling applicable adjustments
before performance is impacted as well as long-term method
improvements.

Ongoing assay monitoring and verification could utilize a
tiered approach based on risk to the reportable result
(Table VI). The reaction to control chart events could be
tiered according to the predetermined risk of not meeting
ATP performance requirements. While high-risk events
would lead to failing the method’s ongoing verification status
whereas medium risks may just lead to a pause, and low-risk
events might just need an investigation in parallel to
continued testing.

1. Monitoring of ATP requirements in the control chart,
for example through control samples: Performance of
the control samples would relate to a direct valid/
invalid decision of the assay, i.e., ongoing verification
conditions are or are not met. Carefully chosen
method proxies may be monitored as well if a link to
the reportable result performance is established.

2. Monitoring statistical control chart trends [30, 42–44]:
Data can still be used as long as ATP requirements
(bullet #1) are still met. Investigate root causes and
adjust to bring the assay back into control.

While statistical control strategies extend beyond tradi-
tional assay control samples, the strategic use of such assay
control(s) ideally would be a critical part of the ongoing
verification concept of AQbD. The assay control(s) will serve
both as a real time monitor of assay performance, as well as a
historical marker and a regulator of assay performance
throughout the life cycle of a method. However, the

availability of representative material early in the drug
development process is a current challenge. It will be
important to consider strategies for bridging such controls
across the life cycle to accommodate shifts while still
evaluating common continuous trends.

In an additional dimension, the assay control(s) will also
be used to assess multiple attributes of method performance,
such as assessing accuracy through the measurement of
resolution for a chromatography assay. These additional
attributes need to be established upfront during assay
deployment. If applicable, controls should cover the MODR
space, or at minimum, the ATP performance ranges. An
analogy would be in addition to the use of assay controls
which may be focused on the accuracy and/or precision, there
is an opportunity to enhance method understanding by
tracking method parameters such as peak resolution in
chromatography, signal ratios, or other performance param-
eters and compare them to either trending charts or a “gold
standard.”

The first function of the assay control(s) is continuously
monitoring assay performance with each experimental run
over the lifespan of the assay. With the use of control charts
and strategic rules, the assay control value from each
experiment is added to the control chart and performance
criteria such as variability and accuracy become a living trend.
The control chart allows real-time identification of method
runs that are not in line with typical performance [42, 43].
Over the life cycle of the assay, it is likely to experience
several areas where potential changes in things such as the
environment, instruments, or testing sites can lead to the
assay performance attributes drifting from their original
values. These factors could include such things as different
instruments, different sites, and different analysts. Depending
on the provoking factors, this may lead to a corresponding
adjustment in the assay to ensure ruggedness or to ensure the
ATP criteria of method performance are still met and the
method parameters remain within the MODR.

Secondly, the assay control will include additional
measurable attributes that will allow translating the perfor-
mance measurement from the initial validation to the time the
assay is performed. The additional measured attributes can be
all incorporated into the same assay control if possible or use
multiple assay controls. For example, in chromatography, the
LOQ of the method can be built into the assay control in a
manner where additional performance attributes can be
detected in the chromatogram to measure the LOQ. In this
case, these attributes can also be used directly as system
suitability criteria. Control charts typically go beyond to
collect additional information. Another instance is where
the main measurable peaks in a chromatogram may be used
to not only assess variability but also method resolution or
peak tailing. These attributes can all be tracked in control
charts. For example, if the peak resolution starts to decrease,
it may signal that a column is deteriorating and may need to
be changed and this can be addressed before failure rather
than having to wait until there is a method failure and the
subsequent required investigation. In this example, these
multi-attribute measurements would depend on and require
an assay control to have multiple peaks that will allow us to
measure all the attributes specified such as resolution, which
is measured between two peaks.
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Thirdly, the use of assay control charting and timely
documentation practices allows capturing and documenting
all the changes that have occurred over the lifetime of the
product. In certain cases where such issues as ruggedness
evolve, a further evaluation of the method performance using
QbD tools such as risk analysis and root cause analysis may
lead to improved documentation and the implementation of
corrective actions. Those documented changes can be used in
a quality assurance manner that incorporates, for example, a
change control process, annual product review documenta-
tion, or any other quality process that will ensure that the
essay is not only understood but also remains under control in
a feedforward manner.

For example, in the protein concentration case study, the
same assay control could be used in both UV and RI
technology modes to monitor ATP-related parameters such
as TAE or accuracy and precision separately. However, each
technology would also have its own separate assay control
charts for assay technology-specific performance parameters.
The control charts for ATP-related parameters might exhibit
shifts at the time of switch because there could be slight
differences in the absolute values (concentration values in this
case) readout from each technology. However, method
performance still will need to trend within the requirements
as defined in the ATP.

Trends in themselves also provide useful data. For
example, trend differences might occur when comparing

different technologies or assay performance before and after
adjustments. Altogether, the various data sets lead to an
enhanced understanding of method performance as well as
underlying impact factors.

Accuracy, Precision, Linearity

Accuracy, also referred to as bias, reflects the ability of
the method to return the expected result when measuring a
known sample.

When assessing accuracy during validation, prepared
validation samples are often used. During the later ongoing
verification phase, assay controls as described above can be
used to assess accuracy in real-time. These controls can come
in different forms depending on what aspect of accuracy or
which risk of inaccuracy is being controlled. For example,
many chromatography methods feature internal standards
whereas bioassays tend to have separate, indirect controls.

Initial validation of the accuracy of control samples (with
pre-known values) and validation of the method precision
could be designed to further evaluate and confirm the
performance of the assay within the MODR model in a
simulated “real-life” setting. Typically, validation will confirm
method performance to meet the ATP requirements at the
NOC settings and the associated ranges. If one chooses to
validate the MODR model, method settings during the
validation may be carefully designed to enable such

Table VI Example Trending Parameters, Associated Risks, and Risk-Ranked Implications to Ongoing Verification Status of the Method. The
Examples Are not Comprehensive and Only Listed for Illustration Purposes

Assay type Monitoring parameter Potential failure mode Risk of
monitoring events
on ATP
requirements
(low, medium, high)

Decision limit/action item

(A) application
o f c o n t r o l
samples*

Control sample value/
precision

ATP requirements not met (e.g., TAE) High Invalid assay, fail ongoing
verification

(B) Trending by
s u r r o g a t e
criteria
Impurity

separation
Signal-noise ratio as a
surrogate in the region
of interest (around
LOD)

Loss of resolution of impurity peak
versus high-abundance peaks

High Pause cr i t i ca l tes t ing to
i n v e s t i g a t e ( u s e o n l y
development samples , no
critical commercial product)

Peak shape, Retention
time shift

Column deterioration, Mobile phase, etc. Low-medium Investigate, Continue testing

R e l a t i v e
potency

Ratios of Background,
Slope, or Max Signal
between standard and
sample

Increased risk of system suitability failure
from other raw signal changes, for
example, due to material changes
(reagent lots)

Low Investigate, continue testing

EC50 ratio Impact of measured results between
reference and sample

Medium P a u s e t o i n v e s t i g a t e
(development only samples, no
critical commercial product)

UV protein
concentration

Max/negative control
OD ratio

Limited range for accurate and precise
measurements

Medium P a u s e t o i n v e s t i g a t e
(development only samples, no
critical commercial product)

Scattering at higher
wavelength

Matrix effects; optical artifacts Medium Pause to investigate; correct
root cause

*Control sample treatment including the replication strategy should mirror the samples
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confirmation while limiting the associated resources. Control
samples reflecting regular samples as closely as possible play
a critical role in both approaches as an unambiguous read-out
of method performance.

Ongoing verification combined with prior validation,
documented scientific understanding of critical method attri-
butes, and an MODR model of method parameters if
applicable work in concert to obtain a validated state of the
method. In turn, deviations beyond this framework of the
controlled state of a method would invalidate the method.
Procedural details could be included in the operating
procedure to define clearly when a method is not considered
validated anymore and what data would be needed to bring
the method back to a validated state.

Method bridging would also be a part of the ongoing
validation model. In addition to technology-dependent pa-
rameters, accuracy, and precision data from controls could be
added to create continuous, comprehensive trending charts
that may be broken up into phases based on method
deployment. If the new method performs within the limits
of the trend chart, the method should be considered
validated. For example, if protein concentration is originally
validated by UV VIS spectroscopy using fixed pathlength,
and later another protein concentration method needs to be
implemented such as the UV VIS spectroscopy using variable
pathlength then bridging the two assays together may be
accomplished through migrating the original assay control
chart or starting a new one. This example also illustrates some
of the limitations of the MODR concept at which point, the
integrated AQbD framework can be leveraged to manage
risk and maintain method performance.

If a new method results in a shift, the impact should be
assessed with respect to ATP requirements and potential risks
to decisions made from the data. A formal risk assessment
may be used. Method performance within the ATP targets
and with only limited or with no risk could then result in a
reset of the performance baseline and continuous trending. If
significant risks despite performance within the ATP targets
are determined, a restart at the ATP and a new validation,
i.e., life cycle, may be required. While strict risk limits may be
difficult to set upfront, it can inform and guide the necessary
regulatory interactions.

In addition, shifts beyond the ATP requirements make
by definition a potential method unfit for deployment. This
AQbD approach will not be able to address all of the current
challenges, for example with specificity, specifically where
certain matrix interference may be due to newly appearing
degradants that may not be resolved from the main species
intended to be measured.

Specificity and Selectivity

Specificity represents the ability of a method to uniquely
measure the analyte. For some methods such as immunoas-
says and many bioassays, specificity is not expected to change
as long as no significant assay changes such as antibody clone
replacements are made. In these cases, a one-time specificity
assessment during MODR establishment should be sufficient.

Selectivity represents the ability of a method to measure
the analyte free of interference from matrix components. If
the matrix does not change and is confirmed by other

methods, for example as is the case for many drug product
assays, then selectivity assessment could also be limited to the
MODR establishment. Unknown matrix changes remain a
risk regardless of whether using a traditional or an enhanced
approach. The enhanced approach may have an advantage if
such unknown matrix changes lead to changes in control
charts.

It is important to consider potential interactions between
specificity/selectivity and some factor settings. Thus, it is not
sufficient to only assess these parameters at the target factor
levels. At the same time, a thorough understanding of the
drivers for specificity/selectivity could be leveraged to justify
changes. For example, if antibody specificity was demon-
strated across a wide range of concentrations and potential
cross-reactivities, a switch from an ELISA to a multiplexed
immunoassay method could potentially be justified based on
a well-understood method principle, i.e., in this case, the
antibody-antigen interactions.

For assays with potentially varying sample matrices such
as clinical samples, both specificity and selectivity potentially
would ideally be a component of ongoing verification through
carefully designed controls. Controls spiked into a sample at
different levels could confirm the absence of interference of
either matrix components or cross-reactivity. However, this
approach may only be applicable with a low sample load since
the testing workload would be multiplied. Assays with
internal controls might be able to accommodate limited
spikes that, at minimum, could serve as a worst-case failure
check.

LOD and LOQ

Assay sensitivity is reflected in both LOD and LOQ.
While the LOD is critical to qualitative limit tests such as
residual assessment, the LOQ impacts quantitative methods.
Both parameters often are linked to technical aspects of the
method.

The parameter more applicable to the specific method
should be included in ongoing validation. For example, assay
controls can be used to monitor LOD or LOQ on a real-time
basis. Given that LOQ/LOD may shift slightly with the
performance of the assay on any single day, an assay control
may be used that contains a peak or response that is right
above the threshold of the determined LOQ/LOD during
initial validation/MODR. In this manner, this peak/response
in the assay control will need to be “detected”/or “quanti-
tated” above a certain limit for the assay run to be acceptable.

In some cases, the actual assay LOD/LOQ may not be
needed when aligning assay performance with ATP require-
ments. For example, the technical limitations of an assay may
lie beyond the limits defined in the ATP. In that case, it
should be sufficient to demonstrate assay sensitivity per ATP
requirements rather than per technical feasibility.

In an AQbD framework, systematic assessment of
variability across the MODR including the LOD/LOQ would
allow setting method-appropriate ranges around the LOD/
LOQ limits aligned with ATP expectations and associated
decision risks. Such an assessment would likely require the
addition of controls or simulated samples across the evaluated
MODR within a DOE framework. The performance of these
controls/samples would be monitored and modeled against
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the ATP requirements. Challenges of this approach include
the scale of the associated studies as well as the availability of
representative controls or samples early in the development
cycle. Ongoing verification data could be used to update
early-stage (i.e., at the start of the development of the
method) preliminary acceptance limits to further reduce
decision risks if needed per ATP.

Challenges occur when bridging to new technologies that
may offer greater sensitivity with lower LODs/LOQ. Partic-
ularly when measuring newly detectable signals in residual
methods, it is necessary to understand their impact. For
example, is an additional peak on a chromatogram represen-
tative of a previously unknown CQA, or could it represent a
safety concern, or is it simply additional information with no
link to product quality? The degree of necessary bridging
work and additional validation will depend on the nature of
the new information. Ideally, representative, banked samples
with link to clinical product performance will be tested on
both methods to demonstrate that the “new” peak essentially
was always present but previously just undetected with prior,
less sensitive methods. A downside of this approach is the
need to store such samples for extended periods of years and
sometimes decades which can place a burden on manufactur-
ing and quality organizations. Potentially, new samples could
be generated by side-by-side comparison with established
samples, but appropriate risk assessment should then be
conducted to evaluate whether new samples are still consid-
ered representative. This can be performed in a similar
fashion as we traditionally validate new reference standards
with former reference standards.

If such a comparison is not feasible, the ATP and risk
assessments could inform the risk to the product and the
patient. The question at hand is whether the more sensitive
method reveals any new risks and their severity as related to
the requirements set forth in the ATP. Based on scientific
understanding of the impurity, the associated patient risk
needs to be assessed as with any other impurity earlier in the
development space. If warranted from the risk assessment, a
new ATP may need to be established to monitor the impurity
even if it was always present but previously not detected.

Range

The method range defines the lower and upper levels of
analyte that can be reliably measured. Initial validation could
be sufficient to determine the range, while system suitability
through well-distributed assay controls can serve to deter-
mine the valid range on a daily basis.

If assay controls are used to determine the assay range in
real-time as part of ongoing validation, the assay range could
potentially be determined in the development space as part of
MODR assessment instead of validation. Technically, the
MODR should demonstrate fit-for-purpose method perfor-
mance for all parameters, including range. However, such an
assessment may be resource-intensive. As a compromise,
MODR assessment could be carried out only at the expected
low and high range limits of the method. This could inform a
preliminary model that is then matured further by adding
ongoing verification data at the target levels through assay
controls. While a well-defined MODR is recommended to
leverage the AQbD framework, this can be challenging as

discussed earlier, for example when facing noise factors or
when accommodating evolving product characteristics over
the course of method development. However, even without a
formal MODR, a thorough exploration of factors that can
impact method performance can contribute to a method that
consistently meets ATP requirements. It should be empha-
sized that AQbD tools do not replace prior knowledge from
scientific experience and sound scientific method understand-
ing. The tools rather enhance and work in conjunction with
so-called “traditional” approaches in leveraging a systematic
framework and additional statistical tools. Within this frame-
work, well-designed controls across the assay range can
further enhance method understanding and provide real-
time, ongoing range assessment.

Robustness and Intermediate Precision

Robustness is reflected by insensitivity of method
performance to changes in controllable factors, whereas
intermediate precision, or formerly ruggedness, is reflected
by insensitivity of method performance to changes in
uncontrollable factors, often referred to as noise factors.
From a practical perspective, the method should provide
similar data for the same samples regardless of the MODR
conditions under which the method is performed (robustness)
, and the MODR should be unaffected by intermediate
precision/noise factors.

In the protein concentration example, it is possible that
the assay control chart may start yielding values that are
outside of the MODR that was established during the initial
deployment of the assay. There may be several potential
reasons for such data: (a) The run performance might be truly
unacceptable, i.e., outside the ATP limits, and thus, the data
should be discarded. Alternatively, values outside of the
established MODR could result from new knowledge beyond
the conditions tested during MODR development. As
methods are deployed, the underlying data base and experi-
ence grows which in some cases might warrant adjustment of
the MODR. In this case, the run data were outside of the
known MODR but not outside of the ATP performance
limits. In this case, the MODR may be expanded by taking
the additional data into an account provided that the ATP
requirements are still satisfied. In the tree analogy for
Figure 4, the tree shape (MODR) would adjust based on
the data fed from the roots.

Exploration and optimization of the MODR can be used
to confirm method robustness at the same time. Essentially,
the MODR encompasses the critical robustness ranges so that
dedicated robustness experiments should not be needed.
Alternatively, robustness assessment may be limited to the
ranges listed in the method SOP which represents a sub-set of
the MODR. This approach often is easier to confirm and
more closely linked to regular method use but it provides less
flexibility to adjust if needed.

True ruggedness often is difficult to simulate within the
limited scope of validation since the tested noise factors may
still be too closely related, for example, different instruments
in the same laboratory. Intermediate precision across multiple
groups, analysts, or a longer timeframe may be a better
reflection of ruggedness factors.
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Ideally, the late-stage method development space would
start building a control charting database of critical method
parameters that could then be expanded during MODR
assessment, validation, and ongoing verification. For example,
a set of controls could be included at a fixed method setting to
accumulate long-term trending data across many factors that
can impact noise conditions such as time, analyst, and
instrument.

These data can inform models of method variability
more adequately than a limited set of validation data alone.
In extension, the database and the models can be compared
to ongoing verification data to determine the validated state
of the method by confirming consistent method performance
within limits of the ATP requirements.

As a more visual analogy to the AQbD process, Figure 4
represents a schematic analogy relating the method develop-
ment and deployment to the growth of a tree. The ATP space
is represented by the fenced plot in which a tree representing
the method could be planted anywhere. As long as the tree/
method is located within the ATP fence, the method can meet
requirements. The ATP also specifies the type of fruit
(reportable results) that the tree should bear, i.e., the apples
in our analogy. Initial method inputs including the QTPP (see
Figure 2) and potential technology options are represented by
the seeds which result in several germ options. As some
germs are more viable than others, the strongest or best-
located one might be chosen as the method to move forward.
Early on, only limited data sets may be available to generate
an early-stage method (small tree) that is not as robust as the
final method (fully grown tree). The tree roots represent data
that allow the knowledge space and MODR to grow (green
above a surface region of the tree). While the NOC is
represented by the tree’s stem, the method may diversify as
different instruments, labs, environmental conditions, mate-
rials, or analysis software are deployed across labs and sites
(represented by the branches). A well-developed method
(tree) will provide flawless study data (fruits) that can be used
to make project decisions. With life cycle management,
additional methods (trees) could be grown within the same
ATP fence resulting in options for bridging (similar to an
orchard).

Traditional or Enhanced Approach?

Method validation has long been exclusively governed by
ICH Q2 since the 1990s [17]. With the introduction of QbD
through ICH Q8 and Q9 [3, 5], concepts of enhanced method
development were transferred from these process-focused
guidelines into the analytical space. As ICH Q2 is being
revised, ICH Q14 is intended to pull the traditional and
enhanced approaches together into an overarching frame-
work for analytical methods [2].

Both approaches intend to ensure method performance
to meet the needs for product decisions related to safety,
potency, purity, and efficacy, for example, disposition, limits
on stability specifications, or lot rejection. Importantly, both
approaches are built on sound scientific principles and
thorough method understanding. While the enhanced ap-
proach extends scientific knowledge through systematic tools
and enhanced leveraging of available data, the traditional

approach also has a proven track record of achieving quality
methods that allow sound decision-making.

The traditional approach relies on stage gates of
development, robustness, one-time validation, and control of
method conditions within the validated conditions. The
enhanced approach places greater emphasis on a life cycle
continuum with ideally an ongoing validation throughout
method deployment rather than a single point in time
validation.

While the two approaches are often contrasted against
each other, they are rather a continuum with common
scientific, documentation, and regulatory principles. Even
when the idealized scenario utilizing all the tools to their
fullest extent cannot be realized due to scientific, technical, or
resource constraints, there is still great value in the applica-
tion of AQbD tools to enhance aspects of the traditional
approach across the method life cycle.

CHALLENGES

Implementation of an AQbD approach based on a well-
defined, comprehensive ATP should be an important part of
the QbD process. AQbD supports the development and
implementation of methods focusing on the product attributes
that must be controlled to assure safety and efficacy.
However, several challenges stand in the way of the full
realization of the potential of this approach, including
cultural, regulatory, strategic, and technical concerns.

The cultural challenges are in some ways the most
difficult to solve. Developers can be reluctant to transition
to newer technologies and approaches when it is not clear if
they will receive an increase in flexibility and the streamlined
validation that the strategy promises. This can be especially
true if the strategy requires the expenditure of resources at an
earlier stage in development. However, the risk-based
paradigm of AQbD can offer opportunities to balance the
level of investment with the degree of risk while systematic
method understanding can reduce unexpected failures.

Regulators may also be reluctant to approve a new
approach where the risks have not been captured historically.
The current regulatory guidance from different jurisdictions is
also conflicting in this space, making it difficult to determine
the best path forward. Typically, strict adherence to ICH
Q2(R1) is expected with only limited attention given to the
implications of ICH Q8, Q9, and Q10. The perceived risks of
delays in filing and clinical trials make individual companies
reluctant to be the first to try this approach. Lack of an
accepted path and case studies from multiple modalities that
would provide a blueprint for the industry and regulators to
follow is a significant hurdle. Acceptance by regulators of the
ATP as an established condition and a path to regulatory
flexibility based on integrated and documented enhanced
scientific understanding could be a key to harvesting many of
AQbD’s advantages and in turn would significantly lower one
of the barriers to more widespread adoption of AQbD
approaches. While traditional bridging between two ap-
proaches may appear to resolve these issues, we do not
recommend bridging since there are neither clear patient nor
business benefits leading to needless cost increases that
ultimately are reflected in the medicine’s price.
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The upcoming ICH Q14 may provide some guidance
around regulatory flexibility [2]. It will be important for the
enhanced approach not to be viewed as an exclusive and/or
inherently “better” approach to method development. Sound
application of strong scientific expertise will continue to allow
the development of robust methods also with the traditional
approach. The enhanced approach has the potential to
further improve upon the traditional one by systematically
integrating sound scientific knowledge and understanding
with risk management.

In addition to the concerns raised above, there are still
technical challenges that need to be solved, including the
development of databases that allow tracking and use of data
throughout the product life cycle without extensive resource
investment. Initiatives in that direction are ongoing across the
industry as evidenced by the 21st Century Lab initiative that
is coming of age [45, 46]. The data collected during early
product development must be accessible for interpretation by
scientists working on the later stages of product development
and the commercial phase such that the accumulated
experience can be used to continue updating the ATP and
MODR. Granularity in the data, allowing one to tie results
obtained to lots of raw material, analyst, and facility also
should be stored and accessible. Use of statistics to define the
MODR will also require the availability of skilled statisti-
cians, and an understanding of how to apply statistics to
define the ATP. These risks coupled with the seeming
complexity could lead to companies electing to forego the
investment in planning and coordination that is required to
successfully implement an AQbD approach.

Most of these challenges cannot be resolved by an
individual company or agency but require more global cooper-
ation to move forward. We suggest for developers, manufactur-
ers, and regulators to develop common definitions of terms and
more detailed strategies for implementation of AQbD.
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